TULSA REGION DIRECTOR
TIM E. HARPER

Tim E. Harper is the Region Director for the National Indian Gaming Commission’s Tulsa Region. He is responsible for training, technical assistance and compliance with the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act for 69 Indian gaming operations and 18 gaming tribes in Eastern Oklahoma and Kansas.

Harper previously served as a Field Representative for NIGC, responsible for monitoring Indian gaming operations across seven states to include Oklahoma, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, North Carolina and Florida. Prior to joining the NIGC, he served as Gaming Commissioner and Compliance Officer for the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, Office of Public Gaming.

Throughout his career, Harper has been recognized by the Commission for his work in regulatory compliance and gaming integrity.

Harper is a graduate of Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla., with a Bachelors degree in Business Administration.

The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act created the National Indian Gaming Commission to support tribal self-sufficiency and the integrity of Indian gaming. NIGC oversees the efficient regulation of 520 gaming establishments operated by 247 tribes across 29 states.
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